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  Notes on the meeting with Governing Board on 18th Jan’22
   
  On the 15th Jan’22, the Working Committee of Auroville published that a
Governing Board meeting had been called for the 18th Jan’22 but no agenda was
given.
   
  A group of Aurovilians met the WC on the morning of the 17th Jan’22 to request a
meeting with the GB. Six Aurovilians: Alain Bernard, Abha, Aravinda, Fred, Prashant
and Suhasini volunteered to present to the GB the concerns of many residents
regarding the present conflict.
   
  On the 18th Jan’22 — Alain, Abha, Fred, Prashant and Suhasini — met with the GB
for about 45 minutes from 13.20 hrs. Present in the meeting from the GB were
Chairman R. N. Ravi, Dr. Tamilisai Soundararajan, Dr. Nirima Oza; and from the AVF,
Dr. Jayanti Ravi and Mr. Srinivasamurthy. Dr. Seetharaman was also present.
   
  One member of the group brought to the notice of the GB that although he had
attended a meeting with them in Nov’21, none of the points and exchanges that
happened in that GB meeting were reflected in the published MoM. He then
described how he attended to calls of distress from the Youth Center in Auroville on
the night of 04-05th Dec’21 with the youth, including some of his family members,
being intimidated by the police and JCBs. He further described the events of 09th
Dec’21, with drunken men, first at the Youth Center, later at Darkali, and the
trauma it has left on the community. He emphasized that everyone in Auroville is of
a single mind when it comes to the purpose of Auroville and building of the city, but
the way it was being carried out was contrary to the spirit of the Charter and also
the Auroville Foundation Act. The Auroville Foundation Act was passed to nurture
and enable Auroville to grow, and was thus deliberately not detailed. This fact was
being misused by the present administration to undertake actions that are in
contravention to the intent of the Act. He asked for a temporary moratorium for the
community to work out the issues.
   
  The second member described being in attendance in the Parliament on the day
the bill for the Act was presented; he read out part of the speech of the then
Minister of Education Mr. P. Shiv Shankar to elucidate the spirit and aim of the Act.
He expressed his distress at the way the present office of the Secretary was
functioning in complete contradiction to this. He shared how he had worked with Dr.
Kireet Joshi on the bill which became the Auroville Foundation Act and how Dr. Joshi
would have been shocked at how this was being misused, creating conflicts with
violence and coercion.
   
  The next member began by saying that next month it will be 50 years that she had
a darshan of Mother in Pondicherry, later coming to Auroville in 1978. She said it
was difficult to understand how the GB could conclude that Auroville is a failure or
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has not achieved enough when you look at the variety and depth of work that has
been accomplished here. She also said that the 20,000 persons living in the villages
that fall within the Master Plan areas should be taken into account for planning
purposes. Further, the 6,000 workers who come daily to work in Auroville, along
with the interns and volunteers should also be included in the picture since to
consider only the 3,500 on the master list gives an erroneous idea. The actions
being undertaken in the name of the so-called missing 47,000 are senseless. Also,
that the weight and support being given by the Secretary to the views of some
people in Auroville is skewing the outcomes.
   
  The fourth member questioned the GB report of Nov’21 where the members state
that Auroville is stagnating when the Prime Minister and the Home Minister of the
country have stated that Auroville is a beacon for the world. Also, it should be noted
that Aurovilians are not here to do afforestation,
  sustainable development or undertake economic activities to generate livelihood
but to change human nature itself, guided by the philosophy of Sri Aurobindo. The
exemplary work done in the listed fields are an output of this experiment in human
unity and this has been recognised by the Govt of India. The present group
supported by Dr. Jayanti Ravi, that is purporting to fast-track the development of
the city by building a “road” are the ones who have consistently blocked the
development of key social and physical infrastructure over the last 30 years.
  Also, Dr. Jayanti Ravi has been deepening differences of opinions to create factions
within the community rather than using her office to enable collaboration in building
the city.
  She contested the public statement of Dr. J. Ravi that she has had over 50
consultative meetings with the community and has integrated the inputs in the
proposal for the crown road as there are no published minutes of these said
meetings with the record of the verbal agreements arrived at. Based on this, she
asked for an independent review of Dr. J. Ravi’s decisions. In the absence of a DPR
for the Crown Road in the public domain with technical, physical, social and
environmental studies, including tender documents, persons requesting information
are vilified and intimidated by the factions supporting Dr. Ravi.
   
  The fifth member shared his expertise in the field of planning and GIS, he listed
the agencies and organisations that he and other experts work with on planning,
both within and without Auroville. When Dr. B V Doshi was the chairperson of the
TDC, studies were done for the development of township but they have all been set
aside and work that is being carried out of clearing the land is being done without
any drawings showing the technical details such as road sections or sociocultural
studies that evaluate the impact of the road. Cities are one of the major
developmental challenges globally today with noise, pollution, traffic jams,
speculative development, urban rural interface, and disasters like floods leading to
loss of life and property. Auroville cannot and should not undertake development as
elsewhere, becoming part of the problem. Auroville is, and should continue to be, an
experimental laboratory where we should be working towards finding solutions to
these urban problems. He also pointed out specifically (a point that is missed by
most) that the type of greenwork done here along with soil and water conservation,
has brought back agriculture on this once barren plateau and that has increased the
incomes, livelihood opportunities and prosperity of the people living in the villages
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in the immediate vicinity of Auroville.
   
  Having listened to everyone, Chairman R N Ravi informed us that the Secretary is
acting on the directives of the Governing Board and there should be no personal
critiques against her. He said that he was all for a collaborative approach but there
was no question of a moratorium on the development. The project had to be
fast-tracked as there was a need to move on with the development of the project.
He and the other members of the GB were supportive of a collaborative effort and
will take this into account.
   
  The first member of the group clarified to the Chairman that the request for the
moratorium was not for an indefinite period but only to give the required time to the
process that was actively going on in the community between the planners,
residents and architects (Dreamweaving). He hoped that the statements of the
Chairman on collaboration and inclusive planning and development would be
reflected in the minutes of the GB so that the residents of Auroville could take
comfort that their concerns had been heard. 
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